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The Relationship between Body Type and Size and its 
impact on Fashion and Retail Businesses 

 
Why You Should Read This 
No doubt you have seen writings on the return problem, consumer dissatisfaction with fit, and waste in the 
fashion industry. This document presents a point of view that is probably different than you have read before. 
We believe that the problem isn’t that shoppers are picking the wrong size, they are too smart for that. The 
problem, in our humble opinion, originates in the design studio and carries through with historical practices of 
relying on the hourglass body shape for design ideation, patterning, fit, and sizing. We can do better by 
incorporating technology that helps designers create for more than one body shape, an impossible task left 
unaided. Our thinking and technology was created by designers working with engineers; this notion originated 
in the designers’ fashion label working with engineering. This was the team that originated Savitude. 

The Why: Shopping and Returns   
In an industry that relies heavily on pleasing customers, most brands miss the mark on accurately fitting their 
clothing on their customers. When it’s hard to find clothes that fit correctly, it creates an environment where 
women don’t want to shop and/or they are more likely to return what they do purchase.  
 
A whopping 50%+ of women strongly dislike shopping. Shoppers continue to be disappointed in not finding 
clothing to fit their bodies. This leads to unimaginable amounts of returns. 
 
In an industry with $500 billion dollars in returns, 36% of those returns are related to size and 44% are related 
to the relationship between the body shape and the silhouette and design details. That’s 80% of returns related 
to the FIT of the clothing on the customer!  
 
$22 billion in returns for shape related fit issues alone! 
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Size vs Body Shape 

There’s no question that fit, and all that is connected with it, is the #1 overall reason for returns. 

But, what exactly is FIT? As you saw above in the returns data, there are many different aspects of fit that lead 
to issues or a return. We asked questions and read through data until we could truly separate FIT into all of it’s 
different facets. This is how we came to distinguish between SIZE and SHAPE as you see above. 

For the average shopper, we are taught to shop by size---but this doesn’t give us the full picture of how a 
garment might fit once we put it on. SIZE misses the mark for many customers because it’s NOT 
CONSISTENT across the industry and it doesn’t take into account the individual body SHAPE of the customer. 

● Each company sets their own size standards, making consistency impossible. While there are standard
descriptors for size that many companies use (such as numeric like 6, 8 or 10 or alpha like M, L, XL),
the actual measurements and fit of those sizes will vary GREATLY from brand to brand. That’s because
each of those brands has different measurement charts for those sizes. For example, the bust and
waist measurements from Old Navy and J Crew show a 1” difference between them for ALL SIZES.

● When developing clothing, most companies use the Hourglass body shape to design and fit their
clothing, they are only considering a narrow portion of the customer population. In an effort to
streamline the industry, clothing is designed with the Hourglass body shape in mind. But only 20% of
women have an hourglass body shape. This leads to an industry that is not inclusive of 80% of the
body types/shapes that are out there.
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Savitude’s 9 Body Shapes 
At Savitude we aim for INCLUSION in our approach to fit. This is why we focus on body SHAPE and type 
instead of size alone. 

We solve for SHAPE first, in order to make sure each design detail and shape flatters the proposed wearer. 

While the industry is focused on the hourglass shape only, accounting for only 20% of shoppers, we’ve 
determined that there are in fact 9 different body shapes that women fall into. While 3 of these represent 
different versions of hourglass shapes, that ignores 6 additional body types that make up the remaining 80% of 
women---leaving them vastly underrepresented in the industry and unsatisfied as shoppers. By expanding the 
focus to 9 different body types, we improve fit, satisfaction and minimize returns (and we have a proven 11.1% 
lift in clothing sales). 

For each of these body types, focusing on shape and proportion, we have extensive research and 
recommendations to bring shoppers the clothing and details that work best for them: 

● Rectangle
● Hourglass
● Bottom Hourglass
● Spoon
● Triangle
● Diamond
● Oval
● Inverted Triangle
● Top Hourglass

With these 9 body shapes, there is also variation in shoulders, torso, height, and weight (3 groupings for each). 
Multiply this all together: 9 body shapes x 3 Shoulders x 3 Torso x 3 Heights x 3 weight groupings and you 
have 729 body types! 

To find out your body shape, you can take our easy 6 question visual quiz! The quiz incorporates all aspects of 
your body type: shape, shoulder, torso, height and weight.
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Body Types/Shapes in the Industry 
Many approaches have been proposed to solve the sustainability issues emerging from the over-Supply and 
returns issues plaguing the fashion industry. The breadth of proposed solutions reflects the complexity of the
process of developing a fashion collection and the corresponding pain points inherent in its global supply 
chain. Regardless, it seems many of the solutions focused on technology that builds enterprise capability in 
areas like information flow and forecasting, speed to market production, trend projections, and 
recommendation tools. While these are good issues to address, there has been little progress made in 
reducing the “oversupply of unwanted fashion.” Consequently, we have yet to see or hear of any
meaningful “movement of the needle.” Are we missing a more fundamental cause of the problem? We find it 
interesting that none of the solutions seem to consider potential problems with the design of the collection 
itself.

After many years of working in the fashion industry, we realized that one of the key factors in women 
deciding what clothing they want to buy is fit - and fit is dependent on both size and body shape. Our 
research revealed that returns are due to a combination of poor quality (20%), sizing (36%) and silhouette/
design details related issues (44%). It is the latter point that gives the characteristic of “looks good” on 
someone. It doesn’t matter how trendy something is or whether the latest celebrity is wearing it, eventually
women recognize when it doesn’t look good on their body and they won’t wear it. Further research led us to 
9 basic body shapes with 4 key proportions (height, weight, shoulder appearance, and torso to leg ratio;
each with 3 variations totaling 729 body types). It appears to us that the fashion industry has largely ignored 
this to date. 

We believe the solution to the returns and over-supply problem is to expand
design coverage to all nine body shapes which simultaneously eliminates the excess in styles destined to a 
landfill. We call the existing missed opportunity of under-supplying women with certain body shapes, the
“Assortment Gap.” The lost profitability experienced by the global fashion industry is estimated to be over 
$100B annually. Fixing the Assortment Gap lets the fashion industry improve its value proposition across 3 
critical measures: sustainability, satisfaction and customer engagement.
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What needs to change in order to deliver better outcomes for the planet, people and profitability? We 
believe the change starts with the adoption of inclusive design processes. 
 
What is shown on the runway generally defines trends which fill our physical and digital stores. We 
compared what is shown on the runway to the body shapes they ideally flatter. We compared that to 
the distribution of body shapes in the USA. 
 
We conducted a 5-year retrospective analysis of each look that walked the global fashion runways. 
This was done by using proprietary software built on the foundations of aesthetics and form coupled 
with years of fashion industry experience. This unique combination enables AI to match the body type 
to the most flattering garment silhouette. 
 
Globally the results are remarkably consistent. As expected, we saw a significant number of designs 
for Hourglass shaped women, roughly three times as many as the statistical distribution of women 
would have predicted. We consistently saw over-representation for Top Hourglass and Inverted 
Triangle shapes. On the other hand, we saw that Oval and Diamond shapes were significantly underserved. 
It’s clear how we end up with so much excess clothes in landfills. It is a physical impossibility to 
substitute shapes that fit Top Hourglass or Inverted Triangle women to look good on other women’s 
shapes. 
 
Within the industry, the current foundation for collection development is typically informed by trend 
analysis, customer insights and sales history. When brands adopt an inclusive design approach, trust 
the data, and utilize the subsequent recommendations, collections can and will become more balanced 
and relevant. Analytical insights give merchandisers and designers the confidence to act on what we 
know to be true. 
  



In our opinion, it is critical that designers and merchandisers fully understand and embrace the concept 
of body shape and fit, recognizing the needs of the larger audience to find garments that fit and flatter 
their bodies. By doing so, more consumers will be excited with their purchases and far less likely to 
return them.

So, what is next?
By looking closely at the results of our own recommendation product we found something inherently 
wrong at the collection-level. We used our technology to uncover an imbalance that points in the 
direction of a systemic, yet fixable, problem in our industry’s approach to collections. We share this 
information with you for two reasons.

1. Let us collaborate to determine what is being sent to the landfill. Savitude will work with industry
partners in taking a closer look at the leftover clothing at the end of a selling season. Savitude will
perform the necessary image analysis of the electronic catalog photos and report back on our findings.

2. Let us build a global public data base around body shape. While every brand values the information
it has on its own customers, we are calling for fashion brands to unite to collectively gather data which
the Industry needs to reduce the “oversupply of unwanted fashion.” A simple, global public database of
body type by region would help reduce the problems of returns and growing the landfills.

In conclusion, we are advocating for consumer centricity in fashion by adopting inclusive design 
processes that assure consumer coverage. Reducing even a small percentage of the 44% of returns 
that are due to shape related issues will have a significant impact on our planet, people and 
profitability. We firmly believe our suggestions can improve outcomes across these 3 critical measures 
and move the industrial needle.

At its best fashion is a combination of art and science. The art is centuries old. Now is the time to 
improve the science.
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AI Design Intelligence: Analyzing fit and shape in the design room 
The Process  
Design is done in steps: ideation on paper or on computer, patterning and sample making, fitting. These are all 
iterative. Ideation is done up front. It is a process of brainstorming the ideas for the collection and then culling 
all the work and deciding which designs to advance into patterning and sample making.  

Ideation 
For most brands, the fit of the garment doesn’t come into play until after the first round of designing. Designers 
conduct research, study trends, develop inspiration and begin sketching. Sketching is completed with the 
Hourglass shape in mind. Most designers don’t fully understand how the design details and silhouettes will 
work for a range of body types.  

Patterning and Sampling 
Even with designing for the hourglass shape, the designer often won’t understand the full impact of the 
silhouette and design details until after the patternmaking is complete and a sample is made. The dress form 
and patterns are made for Hourglass proportions, but until the designer fits the sample on the fit model (also 
selected to be in line with the Hourglass proportions) they can’t fully assess how successful the design was for 
the body shape. 

At this stage weeks (or longer) have gone by since the initial design concept and changes can only be made 
through more patternmaking and more samples. Still, at the end of the process, the design comes out being 
suitable for just a few body types 

The original thinking for focusing on the hourglass shape was to make the studio, factory and warehouse 
operate more efficiently and increase margins. But given the huge returns problem the industry is facing, this 
has to change and the process needs to be made more inclusive. 

This is where AI in Design and AI Design Intelligence come in. 

Savitude technology enhances the ideation phase by seamlessly merging the process of clothing design with 
analysis of each design in relation to the range of body shapes. Our knowledge base understands how the 
body interacts with clothing silhouettes and design details. This allows for the designer (and the merchant, 
buyer, etc) to understand how the design, silhouette and design details will work for the full range of 
729 body types in their customer base before a sample is made. 

This improves fit and design for more people; increasing sales, decreasing time to market, and reducing end-
of-season inventory for retailers. 

As an additional check on the collection, the designer can use our technology to analyze designs based on 
brand DNA, and trend (for how well they match).  

Savitude ideation technology allows the designer (and the merchant, 
buyer, etc) to understand how the design, silhouette and design 

details will work for the full range of 729 body types in their 
customer base before a sample is made. 
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Savitude Design Studio: Designing for Better Fit & Shape 
We used AI Design Intelligence as the foundation for Savitude Design Studio design software. 

AI Design Intelligence offers offers processes and software that allow for companies to incorporate and 
understand the shape of their customers in relation to the design, silhouette and design details during their 
clothing design process (sketching and ideation). 

Our system not only designs with body type inclusivity in mind it also designs with consideration for inspiration, 
trend, and brand DNA---all factors that keep the designs in line with and unique for the specific designer or 
company. 

If you are familiar with other design software, whether it be vector drawing, photo editing, digital patternmaking 
or 3D rendering, you understand that most are just tools to execute with. The designer has an idea and creates 
the digital assets in the software to reflect that idea, with the hourglass shape in mind, and creates patterns 
and samples.  

With Savitude Design Studio the designer can configure inspiration, trend, brand DNA and body shape and 
create vector sketch-ready results in seconds. The designer can then make selections, further iterate and 
analyze for body shape--- taking only as long as it takes for the designer to decide what they like. This is a 
process that can, take weeks with traditional processes. 

Our Design Studio is an ideation solution that enables fashion designers to deliver the latest styles that fit 
better, with a quicker time to market, resulting in fewer returns and reduced excess inventory. The Savitude 
Design Studio is not meant to replace the designer, but rather to support the designer in creating better 
clothing for all body types. 

AI Curator: Recommending Apparel for Shape 
As we have outlined, brands design, produce and sell their products with the hourglass shape in mind and with 
inconsistent sizing methods.  

Sizes range in measurement from brand to brand, making it harder to choose a size when a customer is 
shopping. Even with measurements, it can still be a challenge as 2 women with the same measurements can 
have different body shapes---leading clothing fitting differently.  

Our Design Intelligence can predict how an item will look on customers and work for different body types. AI 
Curator helps match customers to their ideal clothing for their shape and can even help with styling (provide 
accessories and outfit recommendations). 

This is all done without the need for 3D scanning which can be time consuming and expensive. Our short quiz 
can pinpoint the customer’s body type in less than a minute. The quiz helps customers to assess their shape 
and not just their size when making purchasing decisions. Best of all, the data from these quizzes (only the 
body type and city are kept, both anonymized) are fed back to the Design Studio and Trend products to 
increase accuracy of product mix, manufacturing and distribution estimates.  

We recommend the best fitting clothes for real people in no time. August 2020  
Bethany Meuleners 
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